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Creating/Embedding Kaltura Mediaspace 
Video Quizzes into D2L Brightspace  

 

This document explains how to create a Video Quiz in Mediaspace 
https://mediaspace.minnstate.edu/, embed it into a course site within D2L Brightspace, and 
have the results of the Video Quiz link into that course site’s Gradebook. 

This is a great way to engage students with video content for your course in a different way. 

 

Create a Video Quiz in Mediaspace 
 

Ø To create a Video Quiz in Mediaspace, you first need a video in your account: 
https://mediaspace.minnstate.edu/. Either upload a new video or create a new one. 
o How to create/record a Mediaspace video: 

https://www.inverhills.edu/FacultyResources/pdfs/Recording_PowerPoint_in_M
ediaspace.pdf  

o Upload a video to Mediaspace: 
§ Click the +Add New link on the top right of the Mediaspace site, and 

choose the Media Upload option from the dropdown menu. 
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§ Click the Choose a file to upload button to search your computer for a 
video to upload, or drag and drop a video file into the dash-line bordered 
box on the page.  

 
Ø From your My Media page in Mediaspace: https://mediaspace.minnstate.edu/ click on 

the title or the thumbnail for an existing video. 
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Ø Click on the ACTIONS link below the video and choose the Launch Editor option from 
the dropdown that appears. 

 
 

Ø Click on the Quiz icon on the menu bar on the left-hand portion of the page. 
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Ø Click on the Start button to create a copy of the original video that will now contain a 
Video Quiz. 

 
 

Ø Add questions by clicking on the Add a Question button on the video preview. 
Questions are added at the point in the video you are viewing in the preview.  
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o You can use the player controls on the video to get to the point you wish to place 
a question. Alternatively, you can use the timeline below the video preview to 
jump to specific parts of the video more quickly to place your questions. 

To help you identify a place you want to jump in the video, you can zoom in/out 
on the timeline with the zoom slider above the timeline on the right, and click on 
the Select Audio icon beside it to toggle the soundwave overlay on the timeline 

 
 
 

o Clicking the Add a Question button gives you options for Multiple Choice, 
True/False, and Open-Ended Question types along with an option for a 
Reflection Point.  

 
§ Multiple Choice: Allows you to add a standard Multiple Choice question 

with up to 4 answer choices, options for hints, answer rationale, and 
answer shuffling for each viewer. 
 

Your place in the video 

Select Audio Zoom Slider 
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§ True/False: Allows you to add a standard True/False question with 
options for hints and answer rationale. 
 

§ Open-Ended Question: Allows you to add a question which is commonly 
referred to as a “Short Answer” or “Written Response” question. This 
question gives viewers the ability to write a text-based response to your 
question. This question type also gives you the options for hints and 
answer rationale. 
 

§ Reflection Point: Isn’t a question that warrants a viewer’s response. This 
is a place where the video would pause, and a set of text you provide 
would be displayed to a viewer to think about before they continue the 
video.  
For example, if your video is explaining a concept and you wanted to 
prompt the viewer to think about the concept in their own life. You could 
use the Reflection Point to pause the video and say to the viewers, “Think 
about how the following concept relates to your day-to-day life.” 
 

Ø Beyond adding questions to your Video Quiz, you can also edit the settings for it in the 
Details, Scores, and Experience sections beside the video preview. Click on each one 
of them to review those individual settings.  
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Ø Once you are finished setting up your Video Quiz, preview it by clicking on the Preview 
button on the top right of the page, or click the Done button to finish. 

 
 
 

Embed a Video Quiz in D2L Brightspace 
 

Ø In the Content tool within a course site in D2L Brightspace click the grey Existing 
Activities button within a module, and choose the My Media option from the 
dropdown that appears. 
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Ø Find your Video Quiz and click the Select button beside it to insert it into your Content 
Module as a new page. 

 
 

Ø A grade item for the Video Quiz will automatically be created in your Gradebook after 
a student in your course site finishes the Video Quiz. You can then make edits to the 
grade item in the Grades page. Initially the grade item will come in as Excluded from 
Final Grade Calculation and be out of 100 points. So be sure to edit the grade item 
once it’s created. 
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Ø If you want to see more detailed information about how each student performed on 
the Video Quiz, you can see that within Mediaspace under the Analytics section. 

 


